ABSOLUTE RETURN – For Financial Services Firms
Transforming today’s cost center into tomorrow’s competitive
advantage – all, at the speed of innovation.

A robust, all-in-one solution from an award-winning MSP that unleashes
productivity, profitability and growth for New York’s finest financial institutions.
For a flat monthly fee, our 100% all-inclusive technology solutions include comprehensive onsite and
remote IT support + 24/7/365 proactive monitoring of your digital infrastructure - combining 20+ years
of world-class service and technical expertise for an outstanding client experience - every time, always.

Introducing ABSOLUTE RETURN, an award-winning, fully managed technology
platform pioneering new standards of excellence in alternative investment
management enterprise IT, architected by Manhattan Tech Support - NYC’s most highly
rated IT services + tech support provider.

The highest-rated
IT partner in NYC

Welcoming the demands of regulators and investors and safeguarding against the
advanced threat landscape, ABSOLUTE RETURN arms new and established hedge
funds and family offices with robust, resilient IT infrastructure comprised of best-in-class
technology, collaboration, productivity and security essentials.
World-Class IT Core Powers Adaptability, Scalability & Performance
Deliver Investment Strategy with Freedom, Flexibility & Confidence

Over 20 years – an
experienced leader in
the technology services
industry trusted by
hundreds of businesses
in NYC and beyond

Rapidly Accelerate Attainment of Investment Goals & Objectives

Integrating managed cloud technology, cybersecurity, collaboration and network
operations - ABSOLUTE RETURN delivers an unparalleled IT experience creating ROI all
along the corporate value chain:
Adapt to Changing Market Dynamics with Seamless Scale
Increase Competitive Advantage with Faster Time-to-Market
Ensure the Integrity of Critical Systems + Private Investment Data
Leverage Enterprise-Class IT Operations for a Fraction of In-House Cost

Near-Perfect CSAT score
highlights our
dedication to
world-class customer
service and expertise

Experience newfound limits of productivity, collaboration, and performance and get
work done - anywhere, anytime, seamlessly and securely with ABSOLUTE RETURN.
Manhattan Tech Support’s premier, workforce-empowering innovation platform
features a best-in-class technology toolkit, including all that’s required to work smarter
and more efficiently, ensuring you’re always one trade ahead of the competition.

An out-of-the-box solution specifically tailored for you
$

Best-in-class tools and
processes to maximize
your technology ROI

84%

62%

84% of fund managers
agree that technology is
profoundly reshaping the
alternative investment
management workplace,
culture, business practices
+ models

212-299-7673

62% of alternative fund
managers plan to leverage
managed IT service
providers to facilitate
mission critical aspects of
2020 business operations

www.ManhattanTechSupport.com

82%
82% of investment
managers believe
powering employees with
leading productivity +
engagement tools will be a
key driver of business
growth In 2020

info@manhattantechsupport.com

